Generation of a 186-gene invasiveness gene signature that is associated with overall survival and metastasis-free survival 
Goal
Identification of genes depending nonlinearly on the hidden factor
Assumptions
Genes of a pathway are driven by one hidden factor.
Two groups of genes in a pathway:
Linear dependence on hidden factor Nonlinear dependence on hidden factor
Approach
Nonlinearities: quadratic hidden factor P-values: probability of a linear gene being detected by chance as nonlinear
Modelling pathways is a central research field in biology. While pathway genes that are mutually linear dependent in their expression values are easy to identify, genes that are nonlinear dependent are hard to find. The detection of such genes is difficult as nonlinearities must be distinguished from noise. We therefore propose an algorithm based on a new developed nonlinear factor analysis algorithm to infer nonlinear gene network components from microarray data.
Results:
We applied our algorithm to the p53 pathway on a number of microarray breast cancer samples and could find some genes that show high nonlinear dependencies across the different datasets. 
Model

Availability
• The algorithm is available as a R package.
Nonlinear genes (dataset GSE3494a) are marked red in the KEGG p53 pathway
Preprocessing:
• Quantile normalization
• FARMS with use of Brainarray-CDFs
• INI-filtering (to remove uninformative probesets)
